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The ROI Report
Four factors that impact returns—
and what they mean for media sellers 

Brands invest trillions in marketing every year, hoping to see a return. The entire 
media ecosystem depends on that investment. But hoping isn’t enough. Media 
sellers must prove the impact of the buy, even if it feels like a harder ask each year 
as channels fragment and audiences splinter. 

Through the insights and recommendations delivered in this report, media sellers 
will have a better understanding of what influences ROI, how to measure these 
metrics with precision, and tactics for improving them so that their content is set 
up to maximize and deliver as much value as possible. 
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Growing ad spend



Here’s a hypothetical: The ROI for your advertiser’s latest marketing spend is 
low. Would they get better ROI if they raised the budget or lowered it? 

This seems like a no-brainer. They should lower the media spend to get a 
better ROI, right? If they operate under a diminishing returns model—and 
assume that ROI won’t go up as spending goes up—they’re especially likely to 
say that. 

However intuitive that answer is, it’s wrong most of the time. In fact, it’s so 
wrong that we’ve discovered the 50-50-50 gap.

ROI can be low because not enough has been spent in a channel to 
break through. When armed with ROI models that can properly detect 
underinvestment, media sellers can advise for maximum ROI. But what if 
you don’t have an ROI model? Or, what if you have one, but it isn’t able to 
determine if the spend is too low?

Scared money 
doesn’t make money:
Growing budgets can grow ROI 

Nielsen helps you understand how much your 
advertisers should spend on media and how 
you should advise its allocation.

The 50-50-50 gap

50% of planned media* 
channel investments

are too low for maximum payback

50%
planned spend is about 

lower than optimal   
spend levels

50%
If marketing teams committed 
the ideal amount of resources, 
their ROI could jump

* Media includes digital video, display, social and linear television,  
   which had sufficient observations for inclusion
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To understand how to divvy budgets, we analyzed our database of 
nearly 150,000 observations of marketing ROI and our database of 
client-supplied media plans.  

We asked ourselves three questions: 

• How much spending does it take to be competitive?
• How does this vary by geography?
• How do brands’ planned spend levels compare to the optimal spend 

levels for the media channel?

Based on the findings, we identified three important lessons: Media spend needs to be between  
1% and 9% of revenue to stay competitive1

Overspending isn’t as problematic  
as underspending2

Underspending levels vary by channel3
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Media spend needs to be between  
1% and 9% of revenue to stay competitive1

The median brand reinvests 3.8% of its 
revenues into media. Get insights on how 
much your client should spend and how it 
should vary by region and by channel.

Globally, the average brand reinvests 3.8% of its revenues into advertising. 
But if an underdog wants to compete with the established players for share, 
it requires proportionally more resources to match their media spend in 
absolute terms. Conversely, if you’re working with a larger brand, they should 
skew on the lower end of the range.

Spend varies by region, with brands in Asia-Pacific reinvesting a higher 
percentage spending than other regions. Brands in North America reinvest 
slightly less, but they enjoy a much stronger payback than the rest of the world. 

Most brands reinvest between 1.4%* and 
9.2%** of their revenues into media. 
Source: Nielsen Compass Database 2020-2021
*25th percentile [i.e., 25% of brands spend below this amount]
** 75th percentile

The median brand reinvests 3.8% of revenues 
into media

Percent of brand revenue reinvested in media*

ROI for ad spend index**

Global average ROI index 100

Source: Nielsen Compass Database 2020-2021
* Top five media channels (digital display, search, digital video, social, TV)
** ROI based on total of display, digital video, social and linear TV

Read as: Asia-Pacific receives 
15% less ROI for its ad spending 
the than the global average
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In a study of media plans provided by clients of all sizes, about 25% of the 
channel-level investments were too high to maximize ROI—by a median 
amount of 32% extra spend. Cutting back the extra spend would certainly 
improve channel ROI—but only by a modest 4%. And in the process, brands 
would lose significant sales volume.

Underspending, on the other hand, is a big challenge. As described in the 
50-50-50 gap, we found that 50% of planned media channel investments 
were too low to achieve maximum ROI. The median underinvestment level 
was 52%—a large gap that most brands or publishers won’t be able to close 
in a single planning cycle. But those that close the gap can improve ROI by a 
median of 50.3%.

In cases of overspending, multi-channel media sellers should proactively 
optimize the brand’s channel mix. Media sellers might find that their 
advertisers are overinvested in one channel and underinvested in another. 
Media sellers should focus on finding the right balance because their 
partners may not actually be spending enough in the right channels to cut 
through the noise and drive real impact in the first place. 

Overspending isn’t as problematic  
as underspending2 Brands that hit the right media investment 

levels can improve ROI by a median of 50%

median level of 
overinvestment

median level of 
underinvestment

median 
ROI growth 
opportunity 
from reducing 
investment to 
optimal level

median 
ROI growth 
opportunity 
from increasing 
investment to 
optimal level 

32%

4%

52%

50%
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Though many brands are already spending most of their 
budgets on TV, there are still many cases where brands are 
underinvested in the channel. And for display and video, 
over half of plans show an underinvestment, so media 
sellers should pay close attention here. 

Underspending levels vary 
by channel 

3

Over half of global display and digital video campaigns 
are underspending

Source: Nielsen Predictive ROI Database May 2022

Median ROI growth 
opportunity from 
increasing investment 
to optimal zone

Median level of 
underinvestment 
among plans that 
are underinvested

Digital video

Display

Social

TV

66%

60%

43%

31%

52%

62%

58%

41%

51%

59%

44%

53%
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There are even more distinctions when you break 
performance down by region. 

North America has the highest ROI levels of any of the 
regions we studied—despite 57% of plans showing 
underinvestment—making it one of the strongest 
opportunity zones for most publishers to grow revenues. 
Latin America also has tremendous opportunity, with more 
than half of plans showing underinvestment and significant 
ROI upside from closing the gap. 

Meanwhile, brands in Europe are least likely to be 
underinvesting in media but are posting the lowest ROIs 
of all the regions. Media sellers operating in Europe 
should invest in granular analytics that help them spot 
opportunities to grow client ROI so that they more closely 
resemble levels in the rest of the world.

Media budgets are influenced by a hundred different 
factors, including ROI. But remember, a campaign’s 
effectiveness is also driven by the budget. Fifty percent 
of media investments are leaving up to 50% of ROI on the 
table. That’s why Nielsen helps media sellers advise their 
buyers on how much it takes to be both competitive and 
effective, no matter where you are or what channels your 
advertisers choose. 

North America and Latin America are two of the 
strongest ROI opportunity zones 

Source: Nielsen Predictive ROI Database May 2022

Median ROI growth 
opportunity from 
increasing investment 
to optimal zone

Median level of 
underinvestment 
among plans that 
are underinvested

Latin America

North America

Asia-Pacific

Europe

62%

57%

45%

31%

52%

66%

52%

45%

59%

59%

38%

25%
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Refining CPM strategies 



When it comes to growing revenue, media sellers have two proven 
strategies: growing their share of market and growing costs per (thousand) 
impressions (CPMs).

In an ideal world, you’d encourage both to grow endlessly. But beware of 
the tradeoffs: Boosting CPMs too quickly may impede share growth. So 
if media sellers want to maximize revenue, they must balance these two 
objectives carefully. 

Because you aren’t just competing against other players in your channel 
—you’re also competing against other channels. Your display ads may be 
beating channel benchmarks, but how do they compare to your buyer’s 
video and social spend? And, of course, everything gets refracted through 
the lens of perceived ROI. If a media buyer sees high (or low) returns, that 
directly impacts how the media gets valued.

For example, globally, over the last two to three years, ROI from TV has 
lagged behind ROI from digital channels. Yet TV still has the largest share 
of ad spend, accounting for about half. This suggests that while TV is still a 
preferred channel, it may be facing pricing pressure because of lower ROIs. 
Meanwhile, social media is poised to continue thriving—and has significant 
room to grow in share. In fact, globally, paid social ads deliver 1.7x the 
short-term ROI of TV ads even though brands spend one-third less on 
them. This signals that social media has pricing power and more capacity 
to grow CPMs.

Global CPM strategies:
Lessons from over 150,000 
ROI observations

With insights into how the ROI of specific channels stack up against each other 
and how media buyers perceive value, sellers can better price their inventory.

TV lags behind digital in ROI, but it still has the 
largest share of spend

*

Linear
TV

Digital 
video

Digital 
display

Social

Source: Nielsen Compass data 2019-2021 
* Channel share is share of linear television, digital   
   video, digital display and social media spending

Due to the nature of search ads, comparison of search ad ROI to 
other channels is not consistently appropriate. 
Channels shown above had sufficient observations for inclusion.
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To help you understand these dynamics, Nielsen analyzed 
a database of nearly 150,000 observations of media spend 
and media ROI globally. For our analysis, we limited our 
observations to four key channels that compete with each 
other and comprise a majority of ad spend: TV, social, 
display and video. Backed with data from our observations, 
we categorized the media channels in each region 
according to share and ROI. 

High

In
ve

st
m

en
t

High

Low

Low

ROI

Channel has strong ROI and room for growth 
so it can choose to forego price growth to 
grow share faster or go for a balance of both

Low share — High ROI
Opportunistic pricing strategy

Share ROI

Channel is preferred and strong on ROI so 
it has pricing power

High share — High ROI
Aggressive pricing strategy

Share ROI

Channel is out of favor and has weak ROI; 
sellers should consider rebuilding trust with 
outcomes guarantees and defensive pricing

Low share — Low ROI
Defensive pricing & 
rebuilding strategy

Share ROI

Channel has lots of share to lose and weak 
ROI so it may have modest pricing pressure

High share — Low ROI
Defensive pricing strategy

Share ROI
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The following regional breakdowns can help media sellers set their 
growth and pricing strategy. Further, Nielsen’s outcome analytics can 
help sellers prove the impact of media investments, thereby aiding share 
retention and growth.

In Asia-Pacific, media plans are highly focused on TV and social, as 
these two channels account for over 80% share. Both appear to be 
carrying their weight by delivering ROI that is comparable with the 
region average. TV and social will need to increase impression costs as 
there is little opportunity to steal share given comparable performance. 

Given the observed ROI of video, sellers may wish to adopt the low 
share — high ROI strategy of holding CPMs to grow share and future 
pricing power.  

Display is in the unfortunate position of low share and low ROI, which 
means that sellers may need to invest in validating or guaranteeing 
performance to retain and grow investment in this channel.

Media investment and ROI in
Asia-Pacific

*

Linear
TV

Digital 
videoDigital 

display

Social

Source: Nielsen Compass data 2020-2021 
* Channel share is share of linear television, digital   
   video, digital display and social media spending

Due to the nature of search ads, comparison of search ad ROI to 
other channels is not consistently appropriate. 
Channels shown above had sufficient observations for inclusion.
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With almost 70% of media investment in Europe focused on TV, the region is 
one of the most TV heavy markets globally—in spite of a lower ROI than the 
other channels. A strong marketer preference for the channel in Europe keeps 
TV in the high share — low ROI group. However, as more brands come to 
understand relative performance, TV ad sellers may need to take a defensive 
posture regarding media costs.

Display has an attractive position in Europe, and sellers would be wise to hold 
CPMs in order to grow share—particularly as global media companies will 
need the European performance to help offset the challenges mentioned in 
Asia-Pacific. 

Social is also in the low share — high ROI position in Europe. Video has 
similarly low share, but its ROI performance, relative to display and social, 
means that sellers will need defensive posturing for CPMs.

Media investment and ROI in
Europe

*

Linear
TV

Digital 
video

Digital 
display

Social

Source: Nielsen Compass data 2020-2021 
* Channel share is share of linear television, digital   
   video, digital display and social media spending

Due to the nature of search ads, comparison of search ad ROI to 
other channels is not consistently appropriate. 
Channels shown above had sufficient observations for inclusion.
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Linear
TV

Digital 
video

Digital 
display

Social

As in Europe, Latin America is a very TV-heavy market with low TV ROI. 
Social media has the second-highest level of investment and highest ROI 
performance. With that position and the risk to TV, sellers have room to be 
aggressive on CPM growth for social in this market. 

While display and video deliver far better ROI than TV, investment and return 
in these channels lag considerably behind social. Sellers might find it best to 
hold CPMs in these channels and strive to attract greater investment to boost 
future ROI and pricing power.

Media investment and ROI in
Latin America

*

Source: Nielsen Compass data 2019-2021 
* Channel share is share of linear television, digital   
   video, digital display and social media spending

Due to the nature of search ads, comparison of search ad ROI to 
other channels is not consistently appropriate. 
Channels shown above had sufficient observations for inclusion.
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As in Europe and Latin America, buyers in North America lean heavily on TV. 
Yet this channel delivered below-parity ROI performance in 2020 and 2021. 
Declining TV viewership has forced sellers to raise CPMs to drive year-over-
year growth. In 2020, this caused slight ROI erosion, though returns appear 
to have rebounded in 2021. Though it might be prudent to limit TV CPM 
growth, it’s likely that the same viewership dynamics may force aggressive 
CPM increases. TV media sellers would be wise to invest more aggressively 
in outcomes validation or guarantees to assist in the event that they need to 
raise CPMs or in the event they see reduced media investment.  

As a channel, social is clearly in the most enviable position in North America, 
as it delivers a markedly higher ROI than other channels and has plenty of 
room for growth. Sellers in this arena could be aggressive with CPMs with the 
context of what’s likely to happen for TV (still the largest share channel) and 
the significantly stronger returns that social delivers. Display holds somewhat 
more pricing power than digital video based on ROI, but as marketers look to 
digital video to replace weaker performance in TV, demand may allow sellers 
to boost CPMs for both channels.

ROI intel broken down by channel and region is a good place to start refining 
CPM strategies, but it’s by no means exhaustive. Insights can vary by country, 
channel sub-category and even publisher. A genuinely comprehensive pricing 
plan takes all those inputs, plus market saturation, into account. Even better 
if there are consistent measurement goals and metrics to transact on, as 
that makes it easier to track and compare performance across a range of 
executions.

Armed with all this information, media sellers can price their inventory with 
precision and shore up success for their partners and themselves. 

Media investment and ROI in
North America

*

Linear
TV

Digital 
video

Digital 
display

Social

Source: Nielsen Compass data 2020-2021 
* Channel share is share of linear television, digital   
   video, digital display and social media spending

Due to the nature of search ads, comparison of search ad ROI to 
other channels is not consistently appropriate. 
Channels shown above had sufficient observations for inclusion.
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Proving effectiveness



Media sellers are constantly pressed to prove results. Ad investment depends 
on it. While you may be tasked with driving impact around either brand 
building or revenue objectives, you should measure your impact on both. 
That’s because channels will sometimes perform well for only one of the two 
objectives. Measuring the impact on both objectives gives you twice the 
opportunity to prove value and retain spend. 

While media that drive immediate sales has clear ROI, brands are still keen on 
growing brand metrics like awareness and consideration. In Nielsen’s 2022 
Global Annual Marketing Report, marketers ranked brand awareness as their 
most important marketing objective. Brands have also learned from Nielsen’s 
2021 whitepaper that awareness and consideration make it easier to convert 
consumers in the short term and drive sales opportunities in the long term.

It takes two to make a 
thing go right: 
Optimizing short- and  
long-term strategies

Increasing awareness and consideration by 
one point drives a 1% increase in sales and  
a 1% decrease short-term cost per aquisition

awareness and 
consideration 

1pt

1% 1%

Source: 2021 Nielsen Brand Resonance Report
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Driving sales and awareness is important to clients, and performance 
for both goals has a direct impact on how they value media. So, what 
happens when your channels don’t deliver on both? The likelihood of that 
happening is more than you might think. 

Based on our examination of over 2,000 channel performance points 
across 150 Nielsen Marketing Mix studies, we found that only 36% of 
channels delivered above average impacts for both revenue and brand 
objectives. Channels were above average in only one of the objectives 
22% of the time, and were below average on both objectives 43% of the 
time.  

That means media sellers that use only one measurement of impact are 
very likely to find they were below average in that one measurement.  But 
media sellers that use both brand and sales measurements are likely to 
find a positive story most of the time.

Only 36% of channels deliver for both revenue 
and brand metrics (Source: Nielsen Marketing Mix studies) 

The likelihood of finding a positive story with just one objective measured 
does vary by region. In Asia-Pacific, a channel’s performance on one 
objective is often similar to its performance on the other. However, in the 
Americas, there is a 50% chance that a channel is above average for only 
one objective. With such a high chance of disappointing results, media 
sellers in the Americas mitigate risk when they measure their impacts on 
both brand and sales outcomes.

A channel’s potential full-funnel effectiveness 
varies by region

42%
38%

38%

20%

Read as: In Europe 38% of channels are above 
average at both objectivesSource: Nielsen Marketing Mix studies
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The importance of measuring both impacts also varies by channel.
 
Media sellers operating in display, social and TV would find their channel 
was strong on both brand and sales impacts about 60% of the time. But even 
for these companies, the implication is that 40% of the time the channel will 
be weak for at least one objective. Given the concentration of media spend 
in these channels, the ad revenue represented by that 40% of cases is 
enormous and merits measurement of both objectives.

Proving media impact to a media buyer can feel like a process of trial and 
error. There’s considerably less error when you’re prepared to evaluate all 
the ways your media can create value for the brand. Giving yourself multiple 
options for creating positive stories is half the battle.

Some channels, like display, social and TV, are 
better at full-funnel effectiveness than others

Above average 
at both

Above average 
at brand only

Above average 
at sales only

Below average 
for both

Digital display

Digital video

Out-of-home

Print

Radio

Social

Linear TV

Read as: In digital display, in 62% of cases, it’s 
measured to be above average on both objectives

Source: Nielsen Marketing Mix studies
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Understanding 
audience reach



They say the beginning is a good place to start. We agree. 

The first step of any successful marketing campaign is figuring out who 
your audience is. Reach and targeting are bedrock metrics for brand 
awareness. But recent Nielsen research found that these measurement 
metrics don’t just help marketers understand who they’re reaching, they 
can also help them drive better sales outcomes. 

A 2022 Nielsen study of 15 brands and 82 digital campaigns in the U.S. 
revealed that there is a very strong relationship between target reach and 
campaign ROI. 

For the analysis, in-flight target reach metrics were sourced from Nieslen 
Digital Ad Ratings (DAR), and outcome metrics were sourced from Nielsen 
Attribution, which determines ROI at the impression level. When combining 
these measurements on a consistent set of campaigns, we found one clear 
truth: Campaigns with strong target reach delivered better sales outcomes.

Ads that best reached their audience had 
significantly better ROI than those that didn’t.

Metrics that matter:
How audience measurement 
can unlock ROI

The cluster in the 
lower left, which 
represents an under-
delivered audience, 
generated an 
average ROI of $0.25 
for every $1 spent

Tracking the relationship between targeted 
ads and ROI

And the cluster 
that best reached 
its audience, in the 
upper right, also 
had the highest 
ROI: $2.60 on 
average

The middle cluster, 
which better  
targeted its 
audience, 
generated an 
average ROI of $1

Source: Nielsen Digital Ad Ratings and Nielsen Attribution
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The right ads to the right audience at the right time.  
Sounds simple enough … right?  Wrong.
 
Our research shows that only 63% of ads across desktop and mobile are on-
target for age and gender in the U.S. This means that in the channels with the 
most exhaustive data coverage and quality, almost 40% of ad spend doesn’t 
hit the mark. 

And the more specific your target audience is, the harder it is to reach them. 
If you want to target 18- to 34-year-olds, you’re going to reach them about 
six times in 10. If you’re only interested in the males in that demographic, that 
number drops to a third. 

Optimizing a campaign’s reach is an important lever for improving ROI. But 
it’s an increasingly hard ask, with data flung across dashboards and dribbling 
in at different rates. Media sellers need to prioritize measurement solutions 
that cover all platforms and devices, with near-real-time insights, so they can 
capitalize on opportunity and drive impact from the very beginning. 

Nearly 40% of U.S. desktop and mobile ads 
don’t reach their audience

63%

37%

Source:  Nielsen Digital Ad Ratings, U.S. Benchmarks Report – Q2 2019-Q1 2020
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Underspending is a bigger problem than overspending. Fifty percent of media investments leave up to 
50% of ROI on the table because campaigns are underspending by 50%. So, instead of letting budgets get 
slashed, media sellers should work with their partners to make sure they’re spending the right amount on 
the channels that work for their goals. 

Channel ROI should refine CPM pricing strategy. ROI intel broken down by channel and region is a 
good place to start, but it’s not exhaustive. Insights can vary by country, channel sub-category and even 
publisher. A comprehensive pricing plan takes all those inputs, plus market saturation, into account.

Most channels don’t work for the full funnel. Only 36% of channels deliver for both revenue and brand 
metrics. Brands need a balanced strategy of both upper-funnel and lower-funnel initiatives if they want to 
thrive—and media sellers should prioritize measuring both to prove the full picture of a campaign’s impact. 

Reach metrics are an early indicator of sales. We found that campaigns that optimized their reach 
consistently delivered a higher ROI. Having the ability to optimize these metrics while your campaign is still 
running will set you up for higher ROI once it’s done. 

The bottom line for marketers

1

3

2

4



Nielsen shapes the world’s media and content as a global leader in audience measurement, data and 
analytics. Through our understanding of people and their behaviors across all channels and platforms, we 
empower our clients with independent and actionable intelligence so they can connect and engage with 
their audiences—now and into the future. 
   
An S&P 500 company, Nielsen (NYSE: NLSN) operates around the world in more than 55 countries. Learn 
more at www.nielsen.com or www.nielsen.com/investors and connect with us on social media. 

Audience Is Everything™ 
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